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ABSTRACT

The KnotGenome server enables the topological
analysis of chromosome model data using three-
dimensional coordinate files of chromosomes as in-
put. In particular, it detects prime and composite
knots in single chromosomes, and links between
chromosomes. The knotting complexity of the chro-
mosome is presented in the form of a matrix diagram
that reveals the knot type of the entire polynucleotide
chain and of each of its subchains. Links are de-
termined by means of the Gaussian linking integral
and the HOMFLY-PT polynomial. Entangled chromo-
somes are presented graphically in an intuitive way. It
is also possible to relax structure with short molecu-
lar dynamics runs before the analysis. KnotGenome
is freely available at http://knotgenom.cent.uw.edu.
pl/.

INTRODUCTION

Topology plays an ever-increasing role in modern life sci-
ences since the discovery (1) and artificial creation of knots
in DNA (2,3) and proteins (4). Nowadays, up to 6% of
proteins are known to be knotted (5–9), slipknotted (6,10),
linked (11) or to contain lassos (12), even though for a
long time it was believed that proteins should not be en-
tangled. Analysis of such structures is now facilitated by
powerful servers (13–18). It is well-known that the three-
dimensional (3D) structure of the genome plays a criti-
cal role in regulating gene expression. Recent developments
have for the first time enabled the determination of 3D
structures of individual chromosomes and genomes based
on Hi-C chromosome conformation contact data, e.g. in G1

phase nuclei of single haploid mouse embryonic stem cells.
While model structures from (19) are highly knotted (20),
and linked (21), and knots were also observed in (22,23),
other models based on Hi-C data predict only few knots
(24). Even though the abundance of entanglements in chro-
mosomes is still controversial, there is a clear need to check
model structures for entanglements, in particular when
higher resolution data becomes available in the near future.
To that end, we present the KnotGenome server––the first
server that detects and characterizes knots in single chromo-
somes, as well as links between chromosomes, see Figure 1.
This server is optimized to handle input data, which by far
exceeds typical chain lengths of proteins and thus cannot
be studied by existing servers. Prime and composite knots
are determined by the computation of knot polynomials (ei-
ther Alexander or HOMFLY-PT), and links are addition-
ally characterized by the Gaussian Linking Number (GLN)
(25). To give some hint about stability of entangled struc-
tures the server also enables to relax model data with short
molecular dynamics runs before the analysis. This data pro-
vides new reaction coordinates––descriptors, which are cru-
cial to improve current data, to understand the geometry
of chromosomes and their interactions and to identify sta-
ble entangled configurations. In general, understanding en-
tanglement is also a valuable resource for investigating the
spatial structure-and-function relationship of genomes, and
their potential role in regulating gene expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The server has different workflows for a single chromosome
and the whole cell. A user can choose various methods to
close chains, as well as the level of detail of the topologi-
cal analysis ranging from simple knot determination to a
complete topological fingerprint with different resolutions.
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Figure 1. Left: Structure of chromosome 14 from cell 2 of (19) containing
a 31#31 composite knot (marked by thick red and blue lines.). Right: vi-
sualization of a simple Hopf link between chromosomes 5 and 9 of cell 2.
Again, the linked sections are marked by thick lines. Overlays of various
models of the chromosomes are also displayed.

Figure 2. Schematical drawing of simple knots: trefoil (31), figure-eight
(41), 51, 52 and composite knots 31#31 and 31#52.

The GLN method is used to spot locations of winding of
pairs of chromosomes. The user can also relax model data
via molecular dynamics simulations before analysis. Results
are visualized via interactive matrices, pie charts and knots
and links are displayed on the chromosomes. Output data
provide detailed information for each knot, slipknot, and
link, which can be downloaded for further analysis.

In the following we would like to provide a brief introduc-
tion to knots, links, GLN method, closures and optional re-
laxation procedures before describing the server interface in
detail.

Knots

Mathematically, knots are only well-defined in closed
curves. In order to investigate the topological state of a sin-
gle chromosome, the endpoints need to be connected in a
well-defined manner as detailed in the section on closures
below and in the online help. Once a linear chromosome
chain has been closed, knots can be categorized by the min-
imal number of crossings after a projection onto a plane. An
unknotted loop is called the trivial knot, or unknot, and is
denoted by 01. The simplest nontrivial knot is called trefoil
(denoted also by 31). There is one knot with four crossings
(41), there are two different knots with five crossings (51, 52),
three with six crossings and from there on the number of
different knots increases exponentially as a function of the
crossing number. In the notation used above, the first num-
ber denotes the minimal number of crossings, while the sub-
script number is just an index to distinguish between knots
with the same crossing number. Figure 2 shows schemati-
cally the first few non-trivial knots including so-called com-
posite knots (31#31 and 31#52), which consist of multiple
knots embedded on the same chain. It is worth noting that
knots (and composite knots) cannot be transformed into
another knot type without breaking the chain. So once the
chain is closed, the knot type embedded on the chain is fixed
as well.

Figure 3. Examples of the notation for links.

Sizes and locations of knots in a chromosome can be ob-
tained by successively clipping beads from both ends of a
chain before determining the knot type for the remaining
subchain. Results are shown in the form of a so-called knot-
ting fingerprint matrix (6,10,13), which displays the topol-
ogy of all subchains. An example of such a fingerprint ma-
trix is shown in ‘Discussion’ section of data presentation.
From a technical point of view, knots are determined with
the HOMFLY-PT polynomial (26,27) using an implemen-
tation by Ewing and Millett (28) or alternatively the Alexan-
der polynomial after applying the so-called KMT reduction
(13,29,30). While the HOMFLY-PT polynomial is more
powerful in its ability to distinguish between complicated
knots and also provides information on chirality of knots,
the Alexander polynomial is much faster from a computa-
tional point of view. For details the reader is referred to the
online help section.

Links

While knots provide information on self-entanglements of
single chromosomes, links describe entanglements between
different chromosomes in a cell. Mathematically, links are a
collection of circles or knots which may be linked together.
As in the case of knots, links are only properly defined for
closed curves and therefore the endpoints of the chromo-
somes involved need to be connected in a well-defined man-
ner as detailed in the Closure section. The simplest link is
the so-called unlink which consists of finitely many disjoint
circles (unknots). The Hopf link is the simplest non-trivial
link which consists of two circles linked together once (left-
most figure in Figure 3). In the context of our server, we use
a more informal convention. Here, an unlink refers to dis-
joint knots (see rightmost figure in Figure 3) and a Hopf
link refers to a 2-component link between two knots, which
are linked once (see 31#Hopf and 31#31#Hopf in Figure 3).

GLN method

From a technical point of view, links are identified with
HOMFLY-PT polynomials, as in (14). The GLN is used as
another (computationally faster) measure of entanglement
between a pair of chromosomes (25). The GLN indicates
how many times (and in which direction) one chromosome
winds around the other one. Moreover the GLN provides
more information about the entanglements between chro-
mosomes since it enables to identify the specific fragment
of the chromosome winding around another one. More in-
formation on the classification and determination of links
can be found online.
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Figure 4. Methods used in KnotGenome to connect chromosome end-
points before link analysis. (A) Random closure method. (B) The center
of mass method. (C) Direct closure method.

Closure

As indicated in the previous sections, the determination of
knots and links requires that the endpoints of the respec-
tive chromosomes under consideration are connected first
in a well-defined manner. Making this choice optimally is
the first difficulty that has to be overcome when analyzing
chromosomes––the closure may create knots on its own and
has a large influence on the computational effort involved.

This server essentially provides three options to close the
chain: (i) the random closure method (Figure 4A), where
chromosome endpoints are connected to two points on a
large sphere chosen randomly a certain number of times.
Each time, these two points are connected by an arc lying
on the surface of the sphere. The most frequently observed
knot type is then associated with that chain as its dominant
knot type. As a default option, 10 closures are calculated.
The user can increase the number of random closures to
100 to improve the quality of the data. (ii) The center of
mass method (Figure 4B). The endpoints are connected to
two points on the sphere along the direction of a connec-
tion line between the center of mass and the respective end-
points. (iii) The direct closure method (Figure 4C), which
connects chromosome endpoints by the shortest interval.
Note that the statistical closure method (option i) minimizes
the chances to ‘detect’ a knot, which was artificially created
by the closure and is not really embedded in the structure
as we average over different closures. Therefore, this method
generally yields the best results although the computational
effort increases linearly with the number of attempted clo-
sures. For a quick scan of the topology, we recommend op-
tion (ii).

Relaxation

Currently, the server cannot compute structures directly
from a contact matrix. However, it can perform an optional
relaxation via a short equilibrium molecular dynamics sim-
ulation of a given precomputed structure to estimate the
robustness of the topology. This might not be advisable in
some cases as the underlying model used to generate the 3D
structure of the chromosomes is essentially replaced by our
generic polymer model during relaxation. Nonetheless, in
some cases the procedure may provide insights into the un-
certainty of the topology estimation. An entanglement may
be considered to be stable if it persists during relaxation.

Specifically, using the provided structures as starting con-
figurations, the relaxation is performed using the GRO-
MACS software (31) and a structure-based polymer model

follwing method described here (21). The potential function
has the following form:
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with the following force constants: kb = 20000.0ε/nm2,
ka = 20ε, k1

d = 1.0ε, k3
d = 0.5ε, α = 0.2. Non-bonded inter-

actions are introduced for pairs of beads within and be-
tween all chains. Pairs that are separated by a distance not
larger than rcutoff = 2.0nm, and not shorter than rmin in the
starting structure are considered to be in contact. Pairs of
non-bonded beads which are closer than rmin in the start-
ing structure do not interact with each other (remain trans-
parent to each other). All particles with a starting distance
larger than rcutoff only interact repulsively (non-contacts).
To avoid excessive overlap for bonded interactions, each
bead which is within a distance of rmin = 0.6nm of the pre-
ceding bead along the chain, is removed. By default, the
system is propagated for 200 000 time steps with the time
step dt = 0.0005 at temperature T = 120. For these settings,
fluctuations of the whole chromosome cell lead to a RMSD
of about 0.7 − 1.0nm.

A detailed discussion of rules for stability includ-
ing examples for links and knots are presented on the
KnotGenome website.

Computational costs

To provide rough estimates of the computational costs as-
sociated with the procedures outlined above, average wait-
ing times to get results on the server are summarized in
Table 1. These benchmarks were done using the structures
provided in ref. (19). They include determining knot types
and knotting fingerprints for single chains. Links and the
GLN were tested for both pairs of chromosomes as well
as whole cells. Both available closure types (center of mass
closure and random closure based on 10 closure attempts)
are evaluated for all those cases respectively. As expected,
the random closure is computationally much more expen-
sive. Also computations of a full knotting fingerprint of a
chromosome or links and the GLN for a full cell are com-
putationally much more expensive than determination of
the main knot type and linking and the GLN of pairs of
chromosomes. Therefore, starting with these simpler anal-
yses allows to gain quick insights into the topology of the
analyzed structures. Nonetheless, all computations are rea-
sonably fast. Even applying the random closure, determina-
tion of the full knotting fingerprint or finding links and the
GLN for a full cell take less than an hour on average.

Server technicalities

Chromosomes are visualized with JSmol
(HTML5/JavaScript version) with all available func-
tions. The whole cell matrices, GLN matrices and pie
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Table 1. Average computational costs for determining entanglement types in single chromosomes or whole cells as well as costs for constructing the
chromosome fingerprint matrix (average time needed to get results on the server without prior relaxation)

Average time to compute and display results on the
webpage

Center of mass closure
[minutes]

Random closure (10
closure attempts) [min]

Knotting fingerprint 5 45 ± 32
Main knot type 1 1 ± 1
Link and GLN value between two chromosomes 1 1 ± 1
Link and GLN values for the whole cell 6 29 ± 18

The first three times are determined based on cell no. 2 from Ref. (19)––20 chromosomes of the length between 500 up to 2000 (beads), 190 chromosome
pairs. The average time to determine entanglement of the whole cell is determined based on eight cells from Ref. (19).

charts are generated using Plotly. Algorithms to determine
knots, links, and GLN method were implemented using
the C++ language. The website is written in Python with
the Flask framework dynamically generating HTML pages
using Apache2 with WSGI. The whole service is installed
on multicore Linux nodes.

SERVER INTERFACE

Server input and output files

Users can upload and analyze two types of data: either a
single chromosome, or a whole cell. A whole cell includes
between 2 and 40 chromosomes in a single input file, and is
also suitable to analyze different conformations of a single
chromosome e.g. a set of frames from a trajectory. The input
data required to analyze topology of chromosome chains
consists of a file with atomistic coordinates, in PDB or XYZ
format (each monomer corresponding to, e.g. 100 000 bp).
Sample input files for each options are provided on the web-
site.

The results are presented graphically as discussed below.
Additionally, a user can download a converted input file,
the results of the analysis (the type of the topology with its
probability and information arising from GLN analysis) as
a text file for further analysis.

Users can name their jobs, hide them on the job queue
and request to be notified by e-mail when their job finishes.
E-mail addresses are stored only until the job finishes, all
other data about the jobs is stored for 2 weeks.

Advanced options

The server was optimized to give the best results possible in
reasonable time. By default the matrix fingerprint is calcu-
lated every seventh bead (matrix resolution), but this value
can be changed. This reduction should not change the type
of the fingerprint while significantly reducing the comput-
ing time. Matrices demonstrating different resolutions and
the corresponding computation times are presented on the
web page. Moreover the user can change the knot strength
threshold for which only Alexander polynomial is calcu-
lated, which is much faster than HOMFLY-PT.

Online documentation

The server is supported by extensive, well-organized online
documentation which includes: descriptions of the knot and
link detection and classification methods, the GLN method
and the relaxation technique, a list of different topological

types identified in the tested genome data and instructions
on how to use the server efficiently and how to interpret the
results. Examples of input data, as well as the corresponding
results are available.

DISCUSSION OF DATA PRESENTATION

The fundamental information about each submitted
job––topology of chromosome(s)––is presented in the
same way, consisting of: job status, chromosome structure
presentation(s), a visualization of the closure method,
knot and link probability pie charts and a table with the
identified list of knots or links and their respective prob-
abilities, as well as information about their robustness if
chosen by the user. Moreover: (i) for a single chromosome
a topological fingerprint can be determined; (ii) for a pair
of chromosomes, the magnitude and location of winding is
determined; (iii) for more than one pair of chromosomes
additionally an overview of the identified topology is
presented with interactive matrices.

At the top of each result page, the first tab indicates the
status of a submitted job and summarizes options chosen
by a user. The most important information is the success
of calculation and the results. The user is informed whether
a knot or link has been identified. Additionally, informa-
tion about the method used to close the chromosome chain
is included. If the random closure method was chosen, the
number of random closure points is shown. In the follow-
ing, we will discuss a few sample jobs to showcase how to
interpret the data output.

Single chromosome: the whole chain

Figure 5 shows a sample output from a request to analyze
a knot in a single chromosome using the random closure
method (100 closures). On the left hand side of the main
panel the chromosome structure is visualized. The user can
use all of the standard JSmol capabilities, including zoom
or changing the colors. On the right hand side, the vari-
ous knot types that have been detected are visualized via
the pie chart. The majority knot type (in this case a 52 knot
with negative chirality as indicated by the minus sign) is dis-
played inside the pie chart, which also visualizes the prob-
ability of observing a particular knot type. Upon pointing
the cursor at any part of the pie chart the corresponding
knot type picture is presented inside the chart along with
its likelihood. The same information is also displayed in a
table below.
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Figure 5. Typical data output from a request to analyze the knot type in a
single chromosome using the random closure method with 100 closures.

Single chromosome: the topological fingerprint

Figure 6 shows a sample output displaying a so-called knot-
ting fingerprint matrix. This matrix displays the topology
of all knotted subchains of a chromosome and is therefore
expensive from a computational point of view. The server
offers different levels of graining to speed up computation
(for details see the web page). The matrix diagram is con-
structed as follows. For a given chain of length N, all of its
subchains spanning between residues k and l (for 1 ≤ k ≤
l ≤ N) are analyzed. If a subchain from k to l is knotted,
then a point with coordinates (k, l) is denoted by a color
corresponding to a particular knot. The intensity of color
represents the probability of identifying a given knot (if the
random closure method is applied). In this particular exam-
ple the chain contains a slipknot, i.e. the chain as a whole is
unknotted, but contains a knotted subchain.

For example, if one wants to know if the section between
monomer 239 and 560 contains a knot we can look at posi-
tion x = 239 and y = 560 and check if the point is colored or
not. In this particular example, the point is green, which in-
dicates that the program has detected a trefoil knot for that
section. On the other hand, if we check, for example the
section between 239 and 585 (the end of the chain), no knot
was detected and the point contains no color (indicating an
unknot). This is possible because the last part of the chain
(the slipknot loop and tail (32)) threads through a loop of
the trefoil dissolving the knot in the process.

The ‘knotting fingerprint of a chromosome’ encodes in-
formation about locations of the ‘knot core’ (encoding the
smallest segment required to observe a knot), ‘knot tails’,
‘slipknot loops’ and ‘slipknot tails’, as defined in ref. (6),
for each identified knot. These values and the correspond-
ing type of knot are listed below the matrix in the knot table.

The matrix diagram is interactive: after choosing a knot
type (if more than one knot type is detected) from the table,
the data corresponding to this knot is displayed in the dia-
gram and in a graphical form directly on the chromosome.
By default the data corresponding to the knot formed by
the whole chain (for knotted chromosomes), or the most
complicated slipknot (for chromosomes with slipknots) is
shown in the diagram.

A user can download, for example a picture representing
the matrix and the corresponding raw data in a simplified
XYZ format for further analysis.

Pair of chromosomes: links analysis

Comprehensive information about entanglement of a pair
of chromosomes is presented in three interactive matrices,
as shown in Figure 7:

• Linking of chromosomes––diagonal elements of this in-
teractive matrix describe knot types of individual chro-
mosomes while lower off-diagonal elements character-
ize linking between chains. The respective color codes
are displayed below the matrix. If the random closure
method was applied, the most probable type of entangle-
ment is presented.

• Whole GLN––an interactive matrix describing the wind-
ing between two whole chromosomes as determined with
the GLN approach. The color scale is adjusted for each
pair of chromosomes. When the whGLN is bigger than
1 or lower than −1 there is a high probability that the
chromosomes are linked.

• Max|GLN|––an interactive matrix, which describes max-
imal local winding between fragments of two chromo-
somes. The color scale is the same to the scale used for
whGLN. Note that max|GLN| is equal max(maxGLN,
−minGLN), where minGLN and maxGLN denote re-
spectively minimum and maximum values of GLN be-
tween fragments of two chromosomes. Also note that
max|GLN| may indicate slipknot geometry.

Upon pointing the cursor on a matrix element detailed in-
formation about the topology, and GLN is provided. Upon
clicking on an element of the matrix, a new web page is pro-
vided containing the graphical representation of the chro-
mosomes and knot or link likelihood, and an extended ver-
sion of the knot or link table is displayed. Figure 8 shows
such new web page for a pair of links. All matrices can be, for
example zoomed in/out, modified and saved using the open
source tool Plotly, which allows interactive data visualiza-
tion (https://plot.ly/). The topological and structural details
about the most probable type of entanglement (when the
probabilistic closure method is used) are stored in the Knot
and Link table below the matrices. More details on the defi-
nition of GLNs are presented on the KnotGenome website.

Links analysis: the whole cell

The user can upload and analyze a whole cell. In this case,
the entanglements are presented via interactive matrices.
Their dimensions correspond to the number of chromo-
somes. Thus, all topological methods, their results and tech-
niques of presentation used for a single pair of chromosome
are also available for multi-pair systems. The overview of a
typical output for 20 chromosomes is presented in Figure 9.

METHOD VALIDATION AND COMPARISON WITH
OTHER DATABASES

First, algorithms to determine knots, knotting fingerprints,
links and GLN were validated earlier on all proteins de-

https://plot.ly/
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Figure 6. An example of data output for a slipknotted chromosome. The analysis reveals that the entire analyzed chain forms an unknot and has a subchain
forming a 31 knot. Diagram in the top left: knotting fingerprint revealing the positions of the subchain forming a 31 knot. Top right: graphical representation
of chromosome in JSmol, with the knotted core, slipknot and knot tails highlighted in various colors (knot core in blue, slipknot loop in orange and the
knot tail in gray). In gray the knot tail is shown. Table at the bottom: detailed data about knots and slipknots formed by backbone subchains, based on
100 closures.

Figure 7. Sample output for analysis of links between two chromosomes. Left: interactive linking matrix. Diagonal elements describe knot types of in-
dividual chromosomes while lower off-diagonal elements characterize linking between chains. The respective color codes are displayed below the matrix.
Middle and right: interactive matrices, which display whole GLNs and max |GLN|.

posited in the PDB (13,14,17,25). Second, all methods that
we used were developed further, optimized to take into ac-
count properties of chromosomes (20,21) and validated on
1600 single chromosomes and 1520 pairs of chromosomes
(from eight cells) provided by ref. (19). These results, in-
cluding all topological information, are also available in
the ‘Job’ section of KnotGenome. The analysis provided by
KnotGenome cannot be performed by any other available
server that analyzes protein structures and topology.

To our knowledge, KnotGenome is the first server able
to identify prime and composite knots in single chromo-

somes and links between chromosomes. In comparison to
other servers of knotted or linked structures, such as Knot-
Prot (http://knotprot.cent.uw.edu.pl/), and LinkProt (http:
//linkprot.cent.uw.edu.pl), this server: (i) is able to analyze
polymers composed of up to 5000 beads, (ii) identifies com-
posite knots, (iii) offers four different types of closures, (iv)
uses the GLN to identify the entangled regions and (v) es-
timates the robustness of the links via relaxation.

http://knotprot.cent.uw.edu.pl/
http://linkprot.cent.uw.edu.pl
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Figure 8. Sample output for analysis of links between two chromosomes. The cyan and magenta indicate the shortest fragments of chromosomes which
wind around each other based on maxshort|GLN|. The exact location can be seen by clicking on GLN highlighted.

Figure 9. Overview of a comprehensive topological analysis of a whole cell, e.g. 20 pairs of chromosomes. Top row is the miniature figure of interactive
matrices: linking chromosomes (showing with color code identified knots, links), whole GLN and max |GLN| which shows entanglement computed based
on Gaussian linking integral, which is another measure of entanglement between a pair of chromosomes. Upon pointing the cursor on the element of
matrix detail information about topology is provided. Upon clicking on the element of matrix a new subpage will be provided containing the Graphical
representation of the chromosomes and knots or links likelihood, and the more extended version of the knot or link table is displayed.
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SUMMARY

With KnotGenome we present a unique and highly opti-
mized server, which allows researchers to determine topo-
logical properties of model chromosome structures based
on Hi-C chromosome conformation contact data or any
other method and incorporate this information in their
workflows. Our server requires 3D coordinate files as in-
put and does not model structures based on contact ma-
trices, but provides information on the topological state of
chromosomes based on the structures provided by the user.
The server allows non-specialists to determine knot types
and locations of knots and slipknots in individual chromo-
somes, as well as links between pairs of chromosomes. This
structural information is crucial to improve current mod-
els, and to understand the geometry of chromosomes and
their interactions. It will also help in further understanding
of spatial structure-and-function relationships of genomes
and help elucidate the role of entanglements in regulating
gene expression at the chromosome level.
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